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About This Document
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NGOE Partners Experience Brief

• What It Is
– A synthesis of research findings, strategic opportunities and challenges 

relating to the how the organization conducts business and delivers 
digital experiences

– User experience concepts representing an evolution of the NGOE vision 
focused on partner engagement

– A high-level draft roadmap for addressing priority business critical needs 
and longer term consolidation and integration efforts

• What It Isn’t
– Detailed business and functional requirements

– Technical specifications

– Operational or governance procedures
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Research Summary
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Research Summary:
Partner Perspectives
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EMC’s Partner organization and Partners share many of the same 
perspectives on the benefits and challenges of doing business with 
EMC
• EMC has outstanding product offerings and expertise
• Legacy business models and cultural factors can act in opposition to 

a healthy and frictionless working relationship
• While no one competitor dominates, many have reputations that 

exceed EMC’s for making it easier to do business both offline and 
online 

– (e.g. IBM – program simplicity, HP – partner centric, Cisco – maintenance 
renewal process, etc.)

• The online channel  can go a long way to making Partners more 
efficient and self-sufficient but is hamstrung by subpar user 
experiences  

– (e.g. fragmented content, information organization, localization, findability, 
etc.)

Research Summary
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To help evaluate the importance and severity of research 
findings each was expressed as a “strength”, “weakness” or 
“relationship threat”.  

We roughly evaluated these items based on their positive & 
negative impacts on doing business with EMC and their 
relationships with partners.  

Research Summary
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Weaknesses (least to most negative impact to the relationship):

• On boarding: Orienting and training new personnel around working with EMC 

• Over-communication: Multiple EMC reps (from different LOBs) calling on partners with 
redundant messages

• Business Relationship Insight: The ability to gauge how successful the working 
relationship with EMC is (mostly in terms of ROI) in absolute and comparative terms

• EMC ‘Partner Type’ Classifications: EMC classifying partners as resellers when they 
really think of themselves as more than ‘moving boxes’

• Powerlink & Application Usability: The challenging interface of Powerlink

• Uncoordinated Messaging Strategy: The lack of a unified story behind EMC’s set of 
products and the acquisitions it continually makes

• Bureaucracy: The complexity of workflow and the org structure 

• Data Access: The lack of data provided around customer history, reseller history, etc.

• Delayed Communications: Partners not receiving critical information in timely manners 
(e.g., product bugs) or receiving it after EMC sales force has had access to it for a 
significant period

• Sales Interference: Overstepping boundaries in partners’ management and operations as 
well as ‘getting in the way’ of partner deals to benefit the EMC sales force

Research Summary
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Strengths (least to most positive impact to the relationship): :

• Powerlink Content: The robustness of information provided

• EMC People: The quality and expertise of EMC people, especially engineers

• Product Portfolio: The diversity and strength of products

Relationship Threats:

• Partner-Centric Competitors: Competitors that have simpler constructs, 
offer better incentives and have histories rooted in working with partners

Research Summary
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Research Summary:
Opportunities
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In consideration of all the research inputs the following opportunities 
were identified as likely to drive the most benefit to the user, increase 
the likelihood of making it easier to do business with EMC and 
generate greater partner loyalty

1. Prioritize Partner Types / Roles

2. Monitoring & Reporting Infrastructure

3. Optimize Communications

4. Facilitate Richer Collaboration

5. Refine the “Velocity” Brand

6. Enable Greater Self Service

Research Summary: Opportunities
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Opportunity 1: Prioritize Partner Types / Roles

Support the basic needs of all partner types (online) but focus on 
delivering an optimized experience for Reseller sales engineers and 
sales reps

• Not all partner types require the same level of online resources or 
engagement to do their jobs. (e.g. Global Alliances tend to have more 
of a need for a high touch relationship)

• Sales engineers and sale reps are closest to customer transactions, 
have the highest need for online information and are the most 
amenable to self-service models

Research Summary: Opportunities
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Opportunity 2: Monitoring & Reporting Infrastructure
Create an infrastructure for PRM capabilities and other technologies 
(TBD) to enable partners to access and extract key business 
intelligence data, performance and relationship management 
information in a centralized fashion

Research Summary: Opportunities

Role Sample Data Needs
Sales / Sales Engineers • Customer history

• Contract expiration

Marketing / Operations • Automated reports for compliance tracking
• Incentive status (for rebates and Co-op/MDF funds)
• Lead gen activity metrics
• Goal tracking

Marketing / Operations –
Distributor

• Reseller sales by product
• Reseller profiles

Executive • Revenue
• Goal tracking

EMC Marketers • Holistic partner profile (e.g., sales, geo, type, etc.)
• Online usage metrics
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Opportunity 3: Optimize Communications
Deploy a holistic, consistent approach for coordinating, delivering and 
managing Partner-centric communications between EMC and its 
Partners

• Time sensitive or high priority alerts & announcements (e.g. product 
bugs, events, etc.)

• Informative notifications and news (e.g. acquisitions, product 
releases, etc.)

Research Summary: Opportunities
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Opportunity 4: Facilitate richer collaboration 
Provide the tools and resources that will foster collaboration between 
EMC and its Partners, between individuals within Partner organizations 
and between Partner organizations

• Enable private workspaces that facilitate workflow

• Allow document, link and other resource sharing 

• Offer simple and robust communication tools

• Strengthen community content and functions

Research Summary: Opportunities
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Opportunity 5: Refine the “Velocity” Brand
Use the re-launch of the Velocity Partner Program to remove ambiguity 
around the meaning and boundaries of the brand as well as raise its 
cachet

• Proactively manage the Velocity brand by establishing universal 
positioning and guidelines for its use

• Strengthen Velocity brand equity by strategically branding select 
content, tools and features

• Manage and maintain the Velocity brand image via regular 
promotions and communications 

Research Summary: Opportunities
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Opportunity 6: Enable Greater Self Service
Position the online experience as *the* primary resource for partners to 
get answers to their questions and to manage their relationships

• Make the online experience as frictionless and robust as possible to 
drive adoption (Single sign-on, consolidated resources, 
comprehensive view of “self” both at the individual and company 
level, etc.)

Research Summary: Opportunities
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Research Summary:
Engagement Challenges
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1. Governance - An adequate level of governance and process are 
not in place to promote coordination and maintain consistency and 
alignment across the partner organization globally

2. Technology Infrastructure - There is no unified or integrated 
technology infrastructure in place to efficiently deliver the types of 
data and information EMC and partners are seeking around partner 
engagement

3. Entitlements Consensus - Any future online experience is 
predicated on defining the “right” level of entitlements which requires 
a significant amount of organizational collaboration

4. Localization - Adoption of any new online experience is likely to 
suffer without the budget and a firm commitment to localization and 
translation

5. Representation - There has not been adequate input from partner 
types that are managed outside of the channels organization to 
ensure proper representation

Research Summary: Engagement Challenges
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NGOE Vision
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Create a single place to do business with EMC online
• Holistic integration with EMC’s ecosystem of digital offerings

• User experiences:
– Evolve in step with the user’s relationship with EMC

– Are optimized around user goals and tasks

– Are consistent, tailored and social

– Encourage self-service and collaboration

• A common set of core capabilities and infrastructure 
(e.g. master user profile)

• A services-oriented model to allow lines of business to 
contribute specialized functions (e.g. “apps”) and content

NGOE Vision
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NGOE Vision: 
The Enterprise Experience
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• Powerlink as a standalone web property gets dismantled. Its content and 
functionality are re-contextualized in the broader Next Generation Online 
Experience

• EMC.com assumes a broader role as the single destination to do business with 
EMC online

• Different user “Experiences” are created and tailored to specific behavioral needs 
but bound by a common technology platform, content and experiences

NGOE Vision: The Enterprise Experience

+ + =

Current EMC.com
Offerings

Powerlink
Offerings

Expanded
Offerings

NGOE  Experiences:
• Marketing
• Sales Enablement
• Training & Education
• Support 
• Services
• Community

Future EMC.com 
Offerings 

EMC.com as the single place to do business with EMC online
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Offerings Framework & Zones

NGOE Vision: The Enterprise Experience

27

• A holistic offerings framework highlights common and discrete zones

• The term “zone” was coined  to describe a cluster of content that delivers a delineated user 
experience around a user intent (e.g. Support)

• Zones can be turned on or off based on different online recognition states (e.g. Unrecognized & 
Authenticated) and constituent profiles (Partners, Customers, Employees)

• The offerings framework and zones lends themselves to developing more unified and consistent 
information architecture and navigation systems

• By looking at content more holistically and breaking down organizational silos, greater efficiencies 
around content creation, structuring and management are possible
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NGOE Vision: The Enterprise Experience
User Experiences

• An authenticated experience is not 
meant to function as a completely 
distinct version of the unrecognized 
experience but an extension of it

• Where relevant, comprehensive content 
catalogs and common presentation 
frameworks will be leveraged between 
the unrecognized and authenticated 
states of EMC.com to deliver consistent 
and predictable user experiences (e.g. 
Product Hubs)

• In addition to bubbling up  more content 
from behind the firewall a visitor in a 
recognized state may have visibility and 
access to personal but not sensitive 
materials – such as My Products

28

Comprehensive content catalogs, common 
presentation frameworks and more public 

access

Product
Catalog

Entitlements

Marketing Sales EnablementSupport

Product Detail
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NGOE Vision: 
The Partner Experience
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• The vision for Partner-centric experience is grounded in the 
broader enterprise vision for engaging EMC constituents online

• It is made more relevant to partners by way of centralizing, 
consolidating and localizing resources to better:

– Communicate program information

– Facilitate sales enablement

– Monitor performance

– Manage relationships

NGOE Vision: The Partner Experience
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Partner UX Components
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• Zones – A proposed set of content relevant to partner types 
seeking to engage with EMC online

• Navigation – A visualization and comparative exploration of 
unauthenticated and authenticated navigation

• Integration Approaches – Conceptual illustrations outlining 
approaches for technically bringing partner experiences 
together 

• User Scenarios & Wireframes – Conceptual illustrations 
showcasing experiences around common tasks as well as 
personalization and common content frameworks

• Visual Design Concepts – Leveraging the current NGOE 
design system to showcase key user experiences

Partner UX Components
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Partner UX Components: 
Zones
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Partner Centric Zones

• These shapes represent “zones” of intent relevant to Partner types 
engaging with EMC online

• The “Sales Enablement” zone is unique to Partners

• Some zones are common to other user profiles (e.g. Support / 
Customers)

• Entitlements are used to determine what specific accompanying 
content and tools are displayed within the context of each zone

• There may be an opportunity to consolidate zones

Partner UX Components: Zones

ProductsSupport Solutions ServicesTraining & 
Education CommunitySales 

Enablement About EMC
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Exploration of “Sales Enablement”

Partner UX Components: Zones

Marketing 
ResourcesPartner Programs Deals  & Order

Programs Overviews 
(Benefits, Incentives, 
Resources)

Accreditations & 
Certifications Overview

Resources Overview

Get Started

Solution Configuration

Pricing Requests

Proposal Creation

Order Placement

Order Support

Order History

Tools

Campaign Development  
& Performance

Marketing Asset Library

Syndicated Content

Marketing Funds 
Management

Promotional Merchandise

Leads

Deals (in Deals and Orders)

Sales  (Configure & Order/Order History)

Business Goals

Marketing Funds (Marketing/Marketing Funds)

Certification / Education Credentials

Velocity Incentive Program Points

The cloud is not meant to represent a formal content architecture but 
rather broad accounting of the content offerings

35

Monitor & Manage

ProductsSupport Solutions ServicesTraining & 
Education CommunitySales 

Enablement About EMC
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Partner UX Components: 
Navigation
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Partner UX Components: Navigation

Header & primary navigation comparison
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Navigation Anatomy & Interaction

• Presentation style intended to serve Unrecognized & Authenticated states

• Evolved from the interaction system established for NGOE Support

• Leverages NGOE visual design system

Partner UX Components: Navigation

Introduces secondary 
navigation

Task-oriented links Recent activity

Saved links
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Visual design mockup of the “Sales Enablement” zone menu

Partner UX Components: Navigation
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Partner UX Components: Navigation
Navigation Contents Explored
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Partner UX Components: 
Scenarios
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The scenarios that follow are intended to illustrate the key aspects of our 
vision of the Partner experience

• Seamless content source integration

• Centralized resources

• Personalization

• Self service capabilities (monitoring)

• Strategic Communication Channels (e.g. Alerts and News)

• Common & flexible presentation frameworks (e.g. Homepage)

• Common content catalog (e.g. Products)

• The role of landing pages vs. menu (i.e. Education and richer 
descriptions vs. fast access)

Partner UX Components: Scenarios
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To cover this vision (in the broadest way possible) we show 3 primary 
user-types:

– Principal (Reseller)

– Marketer (Distributor)

– Sales (Reseller)

Completing a typical activity: 

1. Principal (Reseller):  Checking my organization’s Velocity 
Program status

2. Marketer (Distributor):  Reviewing marketing funds accounts

3. Sales (Reseller):  Locating product details & sales collateral

Partner UX Components: Scenarios
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Partner UX Components: 
Integration Approach
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Partner UX Components: Integration Approach

45

In an attempt to craft “a single place to do business with 
EMC online” the following illustrations represent four broad 
approaches for centralizing content from a technical and 
user experience perspective. Each has its benefits and 
drawbacks.
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Partner UX Components: Integration Approach

46

The following example juxtaposes a “Modularized” zone 
diagram to a conceptual wireframe to show how content 
may be sourced, skinned and integrated to generate the 
impression of a unified experience.
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Partner UX Components: 
Scenario 1: Principal (Reseller) Checks His 
Organization’s Partner Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal

48

1. Start on EMC.com 
The Partner principal directs his 
browser to EMC.com.

Home (Unauthenticated/Unrecognized)

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal
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2. Login
He logs in by entering his 
credentials. 

Login

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal

50

3. Arrive at Authenticated Home
He is redirected to authenticated 
home screen. On first arrival, the 
Getting Started column appears. 
He can customize the 
information displayed. The main 
portion of the page is alerts and 
news (his current default 
setting). 

Home (Authenticated)

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal

51

4. Scan News & Alerts
He scans alerts and news. This 
feed is personalized to fit his 
profile and customized to his 
preferences. 

Home: Alerts & News

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal

52

5. Switch to “Monitor” View 
He switches to the Monitoring 
view. 

Home: Toggling to Monitoring View

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal
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6. Scan “Velocity Program Overview”
This view provides a high-level 
perspective of his program 
status and partner-related 
business goals. 

Home: Monitoring View

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal

54

7. Click “Relationship Snapshot”
Interested in more detail, he 
drills down to his EMC 
Relationship Snapshot. 

EMC Relationship Snapshot Link

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal
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8. Scan Program Information Page
Now in the Velocity Program 
Overview page, he reads info 
about the number of employees 
certified and pending 
certifications for compliance. 
Reference information about his 
program tier and specialties is 
displayed. 

Program Information Page

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Scenario 1: Partner Reseller - Principal
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9. View Compliance Notification
He notices an in-line alert in the 
certifications module. Hovering 
over this alert he reads that 
alerts detail. 

Compliance Notification on Hover

Checking an Organization’s Velocity Program Status
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Partner UX Components: 
Scenario 2: Marketer (Distributor) Reviews 
Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

58

1. Start on EMC.com
The marketer directs her 
browser to EMC.com. The 
system recognizes her from her 
prior sessions and displays 
company news related to her 
based on her marketing 
orientation. Also displayed are 
recent posts from the 
communities in which she is 
active. 

Home (Unauthenticated/Unrecognized)

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

59

2. Login
She logs in by entering her 
verified credentials. 

Login

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

60

3. Arrive at Authenticated Home
She is now redirected to 
authenticated home screen. On 
first arrival, Getting Started 
column populates right rail. She 
can both customize and 
personalize information that will 
dynamically display and 
aggregate. The main portion of 
the page is alerts and news 
(currently default settings). 

Home (Authenticated)

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

61

4. Scan Alerts
She scans content within the 
main body, focusing on Alerts. 
This feed is continually updated 
and links to the deeper content 
areas where she can take 
action. 

Home: Alerts & News

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

62

5. Switch to Monitor View
Eager to get a sense of pending 
claims and action items, she 
toggles to Monitoring view. 

Switching Views

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

63

6. Scan “Marketing Funds Overview”
The Monitor view offers a 
snapshot of Marketing and Co-
Op claims and account status. 
Recent transactions and 
activities are surfaced, allowing 
her to quickly assess and 
prioritize her action items. 

Home: Monitor View

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

64

7. Click Pending Transaction
Needing specificity, the user 
now selects a pending fund for 
more granular detail about this 
transaction. She clicks a 
transaction... 

Pending Transaction Link

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

65

8. Review Transaction
...to view its detail. When done, 
she decides to take a look at the 
overall status of the accounts. 
She clicks “overview”.

Transaction Detail Page

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

66

9. Go Up 1 Level
Needing additional information 
on another fund, the user now 
advances up one level to return 
to the funds activity screen. 

Marketing Resources Overview

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Scenario 2: Partner Distributor - Marketer

67

10. View Fund Activity 
The user now reviews and 
compares fund activity. 
Payments, balance and 
graphical representation of 
churn over time are displayed. 

Marketing Funds Activity

Reviewing Marketing Funds Accounts
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Partner UX Components: 
Scenario 3: Salesperson (Reseller) Locates 
Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

69

1. Start on EMC.com
User directs browser to 
EMC.com  and is recognized 
from prior sessions

Home (Unauthenticated/Recognized)

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

70

2. Locate Product
He mouses to Product. He can 
then navigate by category, 
product family, or name. 

Product Finder

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

71

3. Select Model
He types product name. The 
type-ahead populates with 
Series and Model numbers. 

He selects the desired model. 

Predictive Search

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

72

4. View Model Page
He is directed to the product 
model page.

Product Model Page

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

73

5. View Model Specification
He focuses on the features and 
benefits section of the page, 
where  detailed specs are 
located. He finds the high-level 
specification information he 
needs. He is now interested in 
additional talking points for his 
discussion with his customer. 

Product Model Specification and Links

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

74

6. Select Sales Collateral
He notices a sales tool labeled 
“Sales Literature and Talking 
Points”. This is a resource that 
requires him to log  in. He clicks 
the link.

Sales Tools Links

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

75

7. Login
He logs in.

Login

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

76

8. View Sales Tools
Now taken to the Talking Points 
screen, he finishes his 
discussion with his customer.

He chooses to review some 
additional sales information.

Product Talking Points

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

77

9. Review Sales Activity
He reviews product related 
sales data.

Sales Activity

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Scenario 3: Partner Reseller - Sales

78

10. Go to Sales Enablement
Because he is a new user and 
would like to familiarize himself 
with sales resources, he 
navigates to the Sales 
Enablement landing page 

Sales Enablement Landing Page

Locating Product Details & Sales Collateral
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Partner UX Components: 
Visual Design
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Look & Feel
• The visual style of the unauthenticated state of EMC.com will differ 

somewhat from the authenticated state 

• While distinct, both the authenticated and unauthenticated states will 
appear to be within the same “stylistic family” 

• The visual design system created for NGOE Support will be 
leveraged for the Partner experience

Partner UX Components: Visual Design
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Partner UX Components: Visual Design

81

Home Page (Authenticated): Alerts & News View
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Partner UX Components: Visual Design

82

Home Page (Authenticated): Monitoring View
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Partner UX Components: Visual Design

83

Partner Programs Page (Authenticated)
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Partner UX Components: Visual Design

84

Authenticated Products Page
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Partner UX Components: Visual Design

85

Tertiary Navigation
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Roadmap
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• Partner  Experience launches with initial set of functionality to 
support the global relaunch of the Velocity Partner Program,
building on NGOE foundation.

• PRM launches as a separate application with primary goals to (1) 
establish partner system of record and (2) support  lead pass 
through.

Roadmap:  Q3
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NGOE Partner
• Velocity Partner Program Info (Geo specific)
• Registration
• Partner Home 
• Partner Onboarding
• Partner Application workflow
• EMC.com partner pages 
• Links to Channel Express, Campaign Builder, Content Syndication (EMC Showcase), AAS system, 

NGOE/Educational platforms
• Foundational:

– Content Strategy
– Master User Profile (MUP)
– NGOE Authentication
– NGOE Entitlements

PRM
• Partner Portal
• Partner Profile
• Partner Hierarchy
• Contact Management
• Lead Distribution (part 1)

Shared
• Foundational:

• User Migration Strategy (Powerlink, NGOE, PRM, Synergy)
• Globalization Strategy & Language Localization

Roadmap:  Q3
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• As initial NGOE and PRM integration is completed, the Partner 
experience becomes the single point of entry for partners.

• PRM and other digital properties begin to leverage NGOE 
foundational components.

Roadmap:  Q4
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NGOE Partner
• SSO with Channel Express, Campaign Builder, Content Syndication (EMC Showcase), AAS system
• Search Framework
• Foundational:

– Content Strategy

PRM
• Channel Account Plans
• Lead Distribution (part 2)
• Partner Self Service

Shared
• NGOE/PRM Integration of:

– Partner Portal
– Channel Account Plans
– Contact Management
– Lead Distribution (parts 1 and 2)

• NGOE/PRM/MUP Integration
– Decommission Synergy Partners

• Partner Locator
• ESBI Integration
• PRM Integration with NGOE Authentication and Entitlements
• Foundational:

• Content Strategy
• Globalization & Language Localization
• Alerts/Notifications and News

Roadmap:  Q4
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• Partner experience matures as it supports compliance 
measurement of Global Velocity Partner Program.

• Cross zone integration between Support and Partner zones begins to 
take place to merge content & functions into a single experience.

• Partner experience and PRM continue integration efforts as Deal 
Registration and Partner Marketing are developed.

Roadmap:  Q1
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NGOE Partner
• 2011 Velocity Program Requirements and Benefits (Company and User role specific)
• Velocity Program Standings and Tier (Company and User role specific)
• Merge Campaign Builder into NGOE
• Foundational:

– Content Strategy

PRM
• Deal registration
• Partner Marketing (Enable Campaign Management, Track Demand and Lead Gen)

Shared
• NGOE/PRM Integration of:

– Search Framework
– Deal Registration

o Decommission Deal Registration on Channel Express
– Partner Portal (continued)

• ESBI Integration (continued)
• NGOE/Jive/MUP Integration
• Foundational:

• IA 2.0 Navigational Framework
• Foundational Experience for other Partners (ISVs, OEMs, SIs, ASNs, etc.)
• Support merge into Partner
• Product pages for Partners
• Content Strategy
• Globalization & Language Localization

Roadmap:  Q1
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• Partner experience becomes the single place for partners to do 
business with EMC online.

Roadmap:  Beyond
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NGOE Partner
• TBD
• Foundational:

– Content Strategy

PRM
• Training Plan
• Partner Funding  (MDF & Co‐op)
• Event Management

Shared
• NGOE/PRM Integration of:

– Partner Funding
– Event Management
– Partner Portal (continued)

• Foundational:
• Content Strategy
• Globalization & Language Localization

Roadmap: Beyond


